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Book reviews

Light, Colour and Vision. By Y. LE GRAND. 2nd English Edition, I968. Trans-
lated by R. W. G. HUNT, J. W. T. WALSH, and F. R. W. HUNT. Pp. 564, I25, figs, bibl.
Chapman and Hall, London. (70s.)
No one would expect anything but the best to derive from the pen of Yves Le Grand when writing
on his own subject; in this book the reader will not be disappointed. Moreover, the translation
from the original French, with the inclusion of some new material, suffers from few of the defects so
frequently seen, for it reads fluently and spontaneously as if it were the original text.
The first chapter deals with the nature of light and its relation to other forms of radiant energy: a

succinct and interesting review, followed by a full description of different types of illuminants
including the various types of artificial lighting and natural lighting from the sun. This is followed
by a description of the physiology of vision and the functioning of the eye shown by experiments
carried out on the human eye by physical methods. This part comprises a full discussion of such
problems as photometry, the illumination of the retina, luminance efficiency and the duality of the
retina, colorimetry and the trivariance of the retina, colour vision and its anomalies, and the various
thresholds, time effects, and the spatial interactions affecting vision. The second section of the book
is more physiological and speculative. It is introduced by a description of the relevant anatomy of
the eye, the photochemistry and electrophysiology of vision, the various theories of colour vision, and
a physiological interpretation of the visual thresholds. The book is easy and good to read and gives
a fair and critical exposition of its subject. It should be useful not only to the ophthalmologist but
also to the physiologist and physicist.

The Clinical Value of Electroretinography. (Symposium at Ghent, I966. XX
International Congress of Ophthalmology, Munich, I966). Edited by J. FRANCOIS.
I968. Pp. 476, 242 figs. Karger, Basel/N. York. (/6 I7S. 6d.)
In association with the XX International Congress of Ophthalmology of 1966 there were held
several specialist symposia, of which one took the form of a meeting of the International Society for
Clinical Electroretinography. This book is the record of the meeting which had as its theme the
clinical value of this procedure.

Several of the papers are concerned with purely clinical aspects of the ERG with good review
articles by Burian on the use of the a wave and b wave amplitudes as indicators of retinal function
and by Francois and de Rouck on the use of the test in the diagnosis of congenital blindness. A more
cautious note is found in the paper by Best who finds that, in general, the ERG is of less use than
other clinical tests of retinal function. Many contributions are concerned with the newly described
oscillatory potentials. These have been stated to be specifically diminished in diabetic retinopathy
and there are several contributions on this topic. None of these papers shows convincingly that the
ERG has anything to offer in the clinical management of this condition, but it is evident that func-
tional changes may precede the appearance of retinopathy.
The source of the components of the ERG is still disputed and several contributions are concerned

with this. Arden reviews the work on the early receptor potential, the most recently described
component of the ERG.

Electrodiagnostic procedures other than the ERG are available. There are papers on the EOG
and the relation between this and the ERG. With the advent ofcomputers to isolate small potentials,
the visual evoked response may be detected in the occipital cortex and this too is becoming of
increasing importance.
To most clinicians electrodiagnostic procedures are still a closed book. Physicians are conversant

with the electrocardiogram and a few with the electroencephalogram. Ophthalmic electrodiagnostic
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